Plasticity of cerebral metabolic whisker maps in adult mice after whisker follicle removal--II. Modifications in the subcortical somatosensory system.
The follicles of whiskers C1-3 were removed from the left side of the snout of adult mice. Adjacent whiskers B1-3 and D1-3 were stimulated while local rates of glucose utilization were measured with the [14C]2-deoxyglucose method two, four, eight, 64, 160 and approximately 250 days after follicle removal. Local metabolic activity in the trigeminal sensory brainstem and somatosensory thalamus was compared with that of unoperated mice with the same stimulation and of mice with the same lesion that had all whiskers clipped. Actual rates of glucose utilization were measured in brainstem subnuclei caudalis and interpolaris whereas metabolic activation was only assessable by colour-coded imaging in brainstem nucleus principalis and in the thalamic ventrobasal complex. Whisker stimulation activated the somatotopically appropriate loci in brainstem and thalamus. In addition, the territory deprived by follicle removal was metabolically activated in subnuclei caudalis and interpolaris at all time intervals examined. The activation was statistically significant in subnucleus interpolaris at two days, indicating that the metabolic representations of whiskers neighbouring the lesion rapidly expanded into the deprived territory. Nucleus principalis showed a broad metabolic activation at two and four days that was absent at the longer time intervals examined. Instead, at approximately 250 days the metabolic representations of the whiskers adjacent to the lesion were enlarged into the deprived territory as in the subnuclei. Since metabolic whisker representation in the ventrobasal complex appeared to have changed in the same fashion, follicle removal apparently resulted in congruent modifications of the whisker map in the three nuclei of termination as well as in the thalamic relay at the longest time interval examined. Since metabolic responsiveness of the deprived barrels in barrel cortex of the same animals increased statistically significantly only several months after follicle removal, the novel neural responses in the brainstem were not effectively transmitted to barrel cortex immediately and the slowly evolving cortical modifications are more likely to be associated with regrowth of the connectivity of primary neurons. By contrast, unmasking of hitherto suppressed inputs may underlie the early expansion of metabolic whisker representation in the brainstem.